Directions for NSPS Late Show, RHS Harlow Carr, Harrogate
10th & 11th July 2021
The show we will be held in a brand new Show Marquee. This means all entries will be
displayed in one room and on one level, with no underfloor heating.
Access to the Marquee for staging is gained by staying on the road past the Main Entrance
until you see the Coach Park sign. Turn 90 degrees left immediately before the Coach Park,
sign-posted “Harrogate Arms”. Access to the Marquee is on the left-hand side of this road
before the Harrogate Arms Car Park. It should be possible to back up to the back doors of
the Marquee to unload before parking your car in the Harrogate Arms Car Park. (The
Harrogate Arms is owned by RHS Harlow Carr and no longer used as a Hotel).
The Marquee is 21M x 15M with a display area of 18M x 15M. Hopefully the Marquee will
not be affected too much by the sunshine as it has tall trees on the sunny side to shade it
and with Double Doors at each end, it should be possible to have good air movement
through the Marquee. There will be room for trade stands (please contact me for details)
I would appreciate if entries could be sent by email:
martin.holmes@abbeyholidaycottages.com
I will always confirm receipt of your entry. If you send your entry by post, please ring
07802176466 to make sure I have received it thus I can confirm your entries are in. If you
don’t have email and are late entering please ring your entries as a last resort. (I will not be
responsible for any mistakes using this method).
If you have any suggestions to make our show better for 2021 or you want further details,
please don’t hesitate to contact me. I am looking forward to lots of entries, I know this is
always weather dependant but if you can’t manage to enter Class 1, don’t worry just bring
what you’ve got, one vase is better than nothing. Don’t forget staging this year is up to
9.15am on Saturday 10th July, giving members with not many entries time to stage on
Saturday morning. We will be presenting the awards at 1pm on Saturday.
I think this will be an excellent venue and am sure it will be a sight not to be missed.
Good Luck and I look forward to seeing you in July 2021, if not as a competitor as a visitor.
Martin Holmes, Show Manager.
Please check on the Diary Dates on the website or ring me for any updates before
travelling to the show.

